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Brüderkrankenhaus, 
Germany

Altro walls create hotel 
atmosphere in hospital

1. Altro Whiterock Digiclad™ (Custom)

2. Altro Whiterock™ wall designs

“The Altro wall panels in the new-look 

patient rooms not only meet the 

necessary hygiene standards of the 

hospital, but also achieve the desired, 

hotel feel.”

Markus Jordan, 
Technical Director, 
Brethren Hospital St. Josef
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Brüderkrankenhaus, Germany

Altro walls create hotel atmosphere 
in hospital

Great for areas where looks count, Altro Whiterock Digiclad 
(Custom) wall panels give total creative freedom with the quality and 
performance you would expect from Altro walls. Your vision is turned 
into reality using UV cured inks onto an Altro Whiterock sheet. 
Hard coat technology provides scratch resistant properties on 
your chosen design.

Altro Whiterock wall designs give elegance to interior walls while 
providing the durability you expect from an Altro Whiterock wall sheet.

Looks great with: 

1. Altro Aquarius™

2. Altro Cantata™

3. Altro Ensemble™

Issue 
The Brüderkrankenhaus St. Josef Hospital in Germany is part of the 
BBT Group, which treats more than 75,000 outpatients and inpatients in 
the region. On the four elective service hospital wards, patients receive 
extended care in addition to the usual qualified, medical and 
nursing services. 

Approach
One of the refurbishment goals was to achieve a pleasant, non-clinical 
and comfortable atmosphere in the patient rooms, so different themes 
were used in each. The recently modernised wards have a nature theme 
with warm, autumnal colours and landscapes.

Solution
To create the nature theme featuring fields and meadows, a combination 
of Altro Whiterock Digiclad (Custom) and Altro Whiterock wall designs was 
chosen. The warm metallic design, Antique Copper, was selected for the 
walls, and it harmonises perfectly with the colours of the cornfield motif on 
the Altro Whiterock Digiclad (Custom) in the shower area.

“The newly designed bathrooms provide 

a wow effect for patients and employees. 

The future planned refurbishments will 

again use Altro Whiterock, maintaining 

the desired look and feel.”

Markus Jordan, 
Technical Director, 
Brethren Hospital St. Josef
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